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About This Game

This game has full controller support (PS4, Xbox and Generic ones as well). If you are having issues, please disable PS4, Xbox,
and Generic Gamepad Configuration Support settings in Steam Big Picture controller configuration settings.

One Strike is a 2d fighting game with fast and furious gameplay, memorable characters, and a retro pixelart aesthetic! Choose
between one of six unique fighters, travel to medieval Japan’s beautiful pixelated landscapes and fight to become the greatest

warrior in history.
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Only one-hit decides a match. A duel in One Strike rarely reaches more than 10 seconds. Plan quickly, attack, defend, dodge,
lure your oponnent to a reckless attack and finish the duel before you are slained by the blade of the enemy. But don’t worry, if

that happens, pick up another warrior and try again.

One hit kill mechanic provides tense and exhilarating matches.

Pixelated graphics with good and exciting animations.

Amazing artwork made by Zaidan Andrade to complement the beatiful pixel art.

Original soundtrack and SFX made for One Strike by the amazing Diogo Bazante and Matheus Pereira.

Adjustable difficulty; Play the game at your own pace. Improve, become the greatest.

Arcade Mode: Just have fun and improve your skills fighting more matches.

The Only Life: Well, finish the game with the only life you should have.
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Team Duel: Choose a team of 3 fighters and duel the best trios in Japan.

Tournament: Gather friends localy and decide who is the best samurai. Up to 16 players in a thrilling bracket mode.

Local-Multiplayer: Fight your friends with couch multiplayer!
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Title: One Strike
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Retro Reactor
Publisher:
Retro Reactor
Release Date: 3 Nov, 2017
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English
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another great arcade title for the vive leaderboards as well wich is really important for replay value and competition i cant wait
to see where this radical game goes reminds me of asteroids zaxxon and a few other great early 80s arcade classics keep up these
great little experiences devs and for only 2$ you cant beat it im fully hooked. Love the game. I have been playing for about 15
hours.

If you don't like games that you have to do a lot of grinding then this is not for you.

I don't mind games that you have to do a lot of grinding as it gives me a little bit of satisfaction when I achieve something. At
the end of the day you are a cave man and have to learn the new skills by doing day to day things like hunting and gathering.

The developer is very active and listerns to your comments. The game is still early alpha but worth the money.. One of the most
original games I've ever played, The Assembly is based on extremely mature themes, highbrow ideas and more than a touch of
science fiction. It is one of a new breed of indie games which delph into more serious and adult topics which borders on
philosophical, making gaming an infinitely more cerebral experience which feels so much less passive and far more
intellectually engaging.

The Assembly sees the player take two roles - two characters whose paths are intertwined, both based in the Assembly, an elite
and secretive research society where science appears to bypass ethical and moral boundaries, and whose funding seems to be
infinite. New employees are kidnapped and have to pass tests before earning the lucrative position, and if they reject it, have
their brain wiped of memory of the entire incident before being returned to the real world.

The player is one such, Madeleine Stone, and an existing employee, Caleb Pearson, whose destinies play a vital role in the future
of the organisation.

The Assembly is primarily built for VR, but keyboard and mouse works perfectly even if the gameplay and interactivity levels
are limited - it works seamlessly, and it really is more of a story with some puzzles and button pressing. It also looks pretty good
for an indie game, employing the very solid UE4. And the voice acting? Best I've heard in a video game - the main two
protagonists are beautifully voiced, and the supporting cast isn't bad either.

The plot isn't easy to digest; it is deliberately a bit more highbrow than most video games, and a bit of knowledge of science
jargon will definitely help; this is a game for a specific audience - most Joe and Jane Punters will not get this, and that is no
insult to their intelligence. But if you do grasp where the story is going it'll grip you endlessly, and you'll be captivated to the
end.

It's not the longest game, weighing in at about 4 hours, and is a bit pricey for that length, but the sheer quality does compensate
for this with essentially a level of production which verges on AAA.

It's not for everyone - with some psychology, science, philosophy, ethical and moral questions in there, but if these themes
appeal to you this will be for you.

Highly recommended.. great super duper. So after 15 hours of playing I believe I have a grasp of the game.

---Pay2Win---
First of all I don't like how its pay to win, but I will say I was hesitant at first to say this, because the game makes it easier than
most games to earn in-game currency simply by completing quests or by killing enemies. But it still is an excrutiating grind if
you were setting out to get even one paid for character, assuming you play for 1 hour a day you can expect to make 150 radians
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on a good day. So it would take you 5 days to get 1 paid for character. Its not as bad as many games I've played but its still rather
long and the quests get alot harder so don't actually expect getting it in 5 days.

---Encourages Friendship---
The game as I've found it really encourages playing with friends, which is nice of course but I'm a lonewolf and if you are too
then its gonna be a hard time leveling up. I made the mistake of using all of my 5 characters at my disposal and trying to level
them up equaly, but you end up finding out pretty quickly that this simply won't work. The monsters get really strong really
quick and will need to concentrate your fire into one or two characters but this leaves you unable to defend against enemies that
have your weaknesses all figured out. So then you need a party that helps defend you.

---Pvp---
I haven't played much of this mode so you may have to hear someone elses voice in the matter, but what I could tell is its a small
version of lol. Simply capture territories on the map to earn points for your team or for yourself depending on if you clicked
1v1, 2v2,3v3,etc. But It was oddly fun, but it may just be because my crew if characters was actually really well at handling
these battles, because alot of people were just coming in with one or two super strong op characters,
I could come in with one semi-decent character or two to distract him from 3 characters ready to take down the totems, ending
the game quickly before he has time to recapture.

---Storyline---
I couldn't care about anything they were saying.

---Overall & Verdict---
It was suprisingly fun, but it is a fan of microtransactions. I recommend it being played with a friend but thats usually said about
every game isn't it? The artstyle is simple and clean-cut, the skills are limited if your playing with 1 or two characters it will feel,
the game encourages making friends and punishes ones that don't want ones.

Final verdict:7/10 playing alone, 8/10 if your with friends.

Either way, play it, you'll love it for either a few hours,or years.
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I bought the MLB Fan Pack and Did not receive it.. quot;New Game" Option is disabled... game is unplayable. Atleast on
Ubuntu. Game is fun and challenging, sometimes a littele iritating, but crush every 2-3 levels, also it's menu is a mess. I would
recomment it after crush and menu fixes, but not in current state.. This is a thoughtful, beautiful game - I just only wish there
were more of it!
I finished the single player game pretty quickly, and with my friend's help finished the multiplayer as well. Great music, sad
story.

I would love a multiplayer version that was more survival focused (rather than solely exploration focused) and a bit longer; that
said it was really nice to just sit back and fish. Also, terrific support for us Linux folk!. best game ever 10/0

Long Gone Days 0.1.3 - Bug Fixes:
We've updated the game with fixes to most of the bugs and issues that have been reported from the Bug Report Thread.

Some of the fixes included with this update are:
- Fixed typos and grammatical errors in English and Russian texts.
- Capped the FPS to 60.
- Add visual and sound effects to healing items used in battle.
- Fixed the item "Sweet Cookies", which wasn't working as intended.
- Fix collision on one of the Forest Maps that allowed the player to reach unintented locations.

We're still working on adding an option to remap the game controls, and also adding controller support.

We want to thank everyone who's played the game so far and has taken the time to report all of these issues!

Cheers,
LGD Team.. Change log v0.9 :

Hello Earthlings!. Update #27 Pre-release patch.:
Added:

-Final weapon, the C.H.A.O.S. Only found inside the 100 floor dungeon.

-All remaining player names are added, the first name made it all the way to the very last room, so congratulations.

-2 more achievements now collectable. The Pug, and Ambush one.

-Lore and NPC dialogue all written, is currently being checked before it will be available to see in the final version. So far the
hub will have the following npcs:
William, Howard, Nikola, Barman.

-Trigger mechanism to unlocking the 100 floor dungeon, for now the scene wont trigger until the release patch.

Changed:

-World map default zoom changed to the zoomed out look.

Release date is still planned for tomorrow night, GMT.

JOIN OUR DISCORD. Halloween discount!:
Halloween is coming and we think we should impress you somehow in honor of this sinister Celtic holiday.
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What number do you associate with evil spirits? If you were not born in Japan, then you will surely answer it is number "13".

Therefore, we set a discount of 13% on City Car Driving for Steam users!

If you could not yet make a decision to purchase the best educational driving simulator, now it is the best time to do that!

The discount will be valid from October 29 to November 1.. 《Reformers》12月1日更新公告:

尊敬的变革者玩家：
《Reformers-变革者》于2017年12月1日进行维护更新，开放支线任务“罗兰传说-下篇”，具体更新内容如下：
开放支线任务：
《罗兰传说-下篇》：
女神维纳斯的双臂幻化成的两对神剑，一把“米洛维纳斯”在居里夫人的手中，而另外一把“血腥维纳斯”听说就在卡思维勒神殿的最深处，但其实它一直潜伏在女海妖罗兰的身边，准备伺机而动
，终于，被血腥维纳斯找到了机会控制了罗兰，而罗兰一时被这股强大的力量迷失了自我，产生了对血的渴望......

Boss：

（罗兰/条件：需要获得米洛维纳斯）
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任务奖励：

（武器：血腥维纳斯/罗兰限定）

如遇到游戏BUG请留言，相关开发者会第一时间为你解决，万分感谢您对《变革者》的支持！. Great reviews for Splasher!:

Here's a few of the reviews we've got so far from the worldwide gaming press.
Let us know if you see more of them (even bad ones, we need at least one of those! :p)

In English. Update v0.9 is out!:
It's the season to release another Hypertrain update!

This update brings some exciting new features as well as many bug fixes and tweaks. Thanks again for all your feedback!

MAJOR NEW FEATURES. The Warhorn 15% OFF:
There's an Easter sale for The Warhorn! Only now you can buy The Warhorn 15% off!

Try it on your own and see why all the other players are satisfied!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/660920/The_Warhorn/. Daymare: 1998 - Saturday Night in Keen Sight!:
https://youtu.be/6b1mQ8f_Ce4
It's a Saturday so let's party...right?
The things can easily go south when you are in Keen Sight.
Be careful with the booze as you might need to run fast..for your life.
We are working on the game even now...and you will have a chance to visit Keen Sight REALLY soon.
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Don't forget to wishlist the game if you don't want to miss your chance.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/842100/Daymare_1998/
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